GOVERNMENT OF MAHARASHTRA

Admissions to AIA-PGET(UNANI-AIQ) Courses, 2020-2021 (Round: 2.0) Printed On:15/01/2021

PROVISIONAL SELECTION LIST FOR AIA-PGET(UNANI-AIQ) 2020 (AIQ Quota) Pg : - 1 -

Note: 1. Selected Candidates should report to the College with all original documents and Pay the Fees/Deposits upto 22/01/2021.
2. Candidates are requested to peruse the rules given in AIA-PGET(Unani)-2020 Preference Form Brochure thoroughly.
3. Admitting Institute will verify the documents and ascertain eligibility of the candidates as per AIA-PGET(Unani.)-2020 Preference Form Brochure.
4. Only affiliated to MUHS, Nasik and Recognized/Permitted by Central Council Colleges are included in this list.
5. Candidates having joined status at the end of Round 2 (AIQ 15% Quota) will not be considered for State Quota Counseling Process.
6. Last Date of Cancellation for Round 1 Seat is 20/01/2021 (Including Holiday).
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Sr.  SML Form No AIR Applicant Category Code Subject College Location Quota
     SML Form No AIR Applicant Category Code Subject College Location Quota
------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------
1    5   230100003     857 TAHSEEN ANJUM          OBC  50103 : ILMUL JARAHAT        ZVM        PUNE       AIQ
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